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Language-conditioned Human Motion
Generation in 3D Scene
We propose a new generation task, language-conditioned human motion
generation in 3D scenes. Our goal is to generate a human motion sequence that
is both semantically consistent with the language description and physically
plausible in interacting with the scene.
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Qualitative Results
The results show that our model can generate human motions that are diverse and
semantically consistent with the language description.
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“Walk to the bed”

“Sit on the sofa chair that is close to the tv”

“walk to the refrigerator”
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The proposed task is more challenging than previous motion generation tasks in
three aspects:
• The motion generation is conditioned on the multi-modal information including
both the 3D scene and the language description.
• The generated human motions should perform the correct action and be
precisely grounded near the target location according to the language
descriptions.
• The generated human motions should be realistic and physically plausible
within the 3D scenes.

Framework
Based on the conditional variational auto-encoder framework, we present a novel
generative model to generate human motions conditioned on the given scene and
language description.

“Stand up from the coffee table close to the table”

“Lie on the bed”
The model w/o aux. loss struggles in (b) generating the action specified by the
description or (c) locating the interacting object. (d) In comparison, our full model
generates motions semantically consistent with the language description.

HUMANISE Dataset
Learning to generate diverse scene-aware and goal-oriented human motions in
3D scenes remains challenging due to the limitations in existing HSI dataset, i.e.,
• limited scale and quality;
• absence of scene and interaction semantics.
To solve the above issues, we propose a large-scale and semantic-rich
synthetic HSI dataset, HUMANISE, by aligning captured human motion
sequences with the scanned indoor scenes. To automatically generate language
descriptions for synthesized motions, we also design a compositional template:
For instance, sit on the armchair near the desk.
HUMANISE shows advantages in scene variety, clip number, frame number, and
human pose quality. Of note, HUMANISE is the only dataset with rich semantic
information of HSIs.

Contributions
Quantitative Results
The performance advantage of our model, especially on the generation metrics,
validates our model designs and the importance of the proposed auxiliary task to the
generative model.

• We propose a large-scale and semantic-rich synthetic HSI dataset,
HUMANISE, that contains human motions aligned with 3D scenes and
corresponding language descriptions.
• We introduce a new task of language-conditioned human motion generaiton
in 3D scenes that requires a holistic and joint understanding of 3D scenes,
human motions, and language.
• We develop a generative model that can produces diverse and semantically
consistent human motions conditioned on the 3D scene and language
description.
https://silverster98.github.io/HUMANISE
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